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A Story of Mr. and Mrs. Paul and Hannah Lewis

On a beautiful sunny summer afternoon in August, Hannah and Paul were lounging around Place

Place enjoying the company with each other. Hannah was on Noun looking at

Adjective videos of Noun Plural and Noun Plural when she turned to Paul and said " you

know, I bet you that if I think about animals long enough I'll cry". Paul laughed, half of him probably thinking

that his Noun was crazy and emotional, while the other half Verb Past Tense her. Hannah after all

is a big Noun fan. That night after a day out and about they get back to Paul's Noun and they

are watching TV when Paul gets on his Noun and watches a video on his FaceBook. He Verb 

Past Tense and Hannah kept watching TV. Then he turns to her and says.... " You know babe, bumble bees are

going extinct." Not more than a second later Hannah is in tears Verb Present ends in ING and Verb 

Present ends in ING simultaneously because the most adorable puffy creature on the Earth may not exist for her

children to awe over or for her to Verb Base Form stumble through the garden. Paul finds this hilarious that

she actually meant it when she said she could easily cry about any Noun as he tries to comfort her while

laughing at the same time. Needless to say, Hannah's Noun was ruined and she thinks about the dying

Noun Noun everyday.

Later that week they decide to go to the usual Noun Place down the road to eat spinach dip

and help Paul to find the perfect Noun to rave to his friends about. As they are Verb Present ends in 

ING there and Hannah is staring at her Noun on the rocks, the bartender is making small talk with

us and walks away. Paul now finds this to be the appropriate time to bring up the Noun dying. Full

restaurant,



full Noun , Noun standing an arms length away.. And he thinks it will be funny to see what she

does this time. With Noun high and a little salty that all she has is a water to drink due to

Noun , Paul says " Hey babe... remember the Noun ?" Hannah takes a deep breath telling

herselt to toughen up and be a Noun , and then once again without fail begins to Verb Base Form .

She puts her head down at the bar and says a couple choice words at him while also Verb Present ends in ING

since she is in fact surrounded by lots of people, and once again is Verb Present ends in ING about a bug.

It has been three months since the bug incident, and Hannah is still scarred and Paul still finds it hilarious that he

is marrying such a bug and animal freak. If she can cry about a Noun I cannot imagine what else she

gets hormonal about. Don't even get me started about the last time she saw a Noun limping across the

road she imagined the horrors it had gone through and began to cry for about an hour. But that is a story for

another occasion.
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